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As my term as Chair of the Real Property Law Section ended at the
Real Property Law Institute, I thought I would share some of my
thoughts on the history of real property practice in Georgia. First, let
me welcome Triece Ziblut, who became Chair of the Section at the
Institute. Triece practices in Savannah, and so the leadership of the
section as once more be entrusted to a non-Atlantan, probably a good
change of pace. Just a few years ago, our chair was Rob Brannen, also
from Savannah. It was Rob who most ably represented the position of
the section to the Formal Advisory Board when the Board was con-
sidering what is now FAO 2013-1 – the latest formal advisory opinion
as to the practice of real property law.

That leads me to what I would like to discuss, which is the incredible
trust that Georgia has always placed in Georgia real property attor-
neys to represent the citizens of our state in conducting closings of
Georgia real estate.  Although some of us have commercial practices,
the bulk of real estate transactions that occur in Georgia each year are
of single family homes. Thus, the parties who are represented and pro-
tected by the fact that a licensed attorney must conduct closings in
Georgia are most often homeowners. It is much easier to recognize
that there is a public trust involved when we think of homeowners.
For these folks, a closing on the purchase or sale of a home will be one
of the largest financial transactions to which they are ever a party.
Closing attorneys often state that they represent the lender only
when they handle a home closing, but Georgia law has always recog-
nized a duty of the closing attorney to everyone participating in the
transaction to act with integrity and honesty. Whenever we discuss
the guidelines by which Georgia closing attorneys must conduct their
practices, the issue of protecting the public is forefront. This repre-
sents a clear recognition that the closing attorney is entrusted with
his role because of the public policy in Georgia that this is the best
way to insure the integrity of the process of conveyancing.  It is also
the best way to protect the integrity of our real property records.

Many states do not require that a licensed attorney conduct real
estate closings. However, every state has a system of protecting the
system of conveying property and preserving accurate real property
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To continue its support of pro bono
legal services, the Executive
Committee of the Real Property Law
Section of the State Bar of Georgia
recently voted to provide financial support to the Atlanta
Volunteer Lawyers Foundation (AVLF), DeKalb Volunteer
Lawyers Foundation (DVLF), and Pro Bono Partnership of
Atlanta (PBPA). All three of these nonprofit organizations pro-
vide valuable services with respect to real property law.  

AVLF is the largest provider of pro bono legal services to ten-
ants in the Atlanta metropolitan area, seeking to ensure that all
parties to a lease honor the obligations of that document and the
law. AVLF’s landlord-tenant efforts lead it to work closely with
Purpose Built Schools to address ways in which substandard
housing may impact school attendance and pediatric asthma
concerns. AVLF also seeks various ways to improve the
Landlord-Tenant Court’s judicial process. 

DVLF places cases for applicants who are facing eviction, who
are being deprived of safe and sanitary housing (i.e. issues with
the refusal to repair mold, bed bug/rodent infestations, etc.), and
who have been wrongfully denied a security deposit.
Furthermore, much of the other work done by DVLF involves a
housing component that, by nature of its clients’ financial limi-
tations, is critical to address in order to keep them safe and
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records. It is important to understand how attorneys in Georgia
came to be entrusted with this role in this state and how our
behavior influences that trust. I firmly believe that we cannot rid
ourselves of this trust by having someone sign a statement that
we are representing the lender only. 

Any of us who have assisted a client with a closing of property in
Florida or Tennessee, where the closing does not have to be con-
ducted by a licensed attorney, know that the delays involved, and
often, the increased costs involved, are very frustrating. We know
that if an individual’s license were on the line, or an individual’s
livelihood (which flows from efficient closing practice) were on the
line, things would be different.  Things are different in Georgia. 

I have met many, many real property practitioners in the course of
my career, and unlike many outgoing Chairs of this section, I am
much nearer the end of my career than the beginning. I have been
impressed at the sense of responsibility that most real property
practitioners feel – not just to do things “right” when they conduct
a transaction, but to clean up the mistakes of others – to make
sure the public real property records are an accurate reflection of
the state of title of a piece of real property and that people do not
leave their offices with more problems, but with less. Those few
who did not seem to feel some sense of servanthood when deal-
ing with their real estate practices have in my experience either
had short careers as real estate attorneys or have had illustrious
ends to their careers.

While it is easier to recognize the public trust involved when we
think of homeowners, there are also many small business people in
Georgia who rely on closing attorneys when buying and selling the
sites for their businesses. There are many developers and builders
who rely on closing attorneys when planning subdivisions, buying
and selling lots for construction, and selling new homes. The needs
of these clients are served by real estate attorneys in all sizes of
practices – from sole practitioners to small local firms to large firms. 

I have practiced in all of these environments. Practicing in all of
these settings and seeing the challenges and changes in real estate
practice during my career made me curious about those that came
before. So, here is a brief history lesson from an old dirt lawyer
about how we got here and a caution about our future. 

Georgia’s first statutes were written in 1755 after Georgia became
a royal province. It was 50 years before we had a Georgia Supreme
Court. It is the Georgia Supreme Court which has the exclusive
control of the practice of law in Georgia. The State Bar of Georgia
that we have now was created and is regulated through the deci-
sions and orders of the Supreme Court of Georgia. The Georgia Bar
Association was formed in 1883 as a voluntary association and
outgrowth of the American Bar Association. Membership did not
become mandatory, however, until a century later in 1963, largely
to accomplish the goal of lawyer self-regulation.   It was an effort
that had begun in 1925 to address the discipline of attorneys that
did not abide by the ethical standards of the Bar. The 1964-65 Bar
President Hugh M. Dorsey, Jr., said, “The capstone of the State Bar
is the power of self-discipline, which has been sought so long and
is needed so badly. For the first time, all of us can and will be held
to answer to the public for the conduct and character of our pro-
fession, and here we must not, and cannot, fail.”  When we are

accused as a profession of wanting to continue to conduct closings in
Georgia because of self-interest, we need to remember that lawyers are
the ones who fought for the regulation of lawyers in Georgia and that
the regulation imposed was to “be held to answer to the public”.  

The section of the Georgia Code which defines the “practice of law”
and in doing so enshrines the policy of entrusting closings to licensed
attorneys in Georgia, is O.C.G.A. §15-19-50.  It had been enacted in
1931 and provides as follows:

The practice of law in this state is defined as:

(1) Representing litigants in court and preparing pleadings
and other papers incident to any action or special pro-
ceedings in any court or other judicial body;

(2) Conveyancing;

(3) The preparation of legal instruments of all kinds whereby a
legal right is secured;

(4) The rendering of opinions as to the validity or invalidity of
titles to real or personal property;

(5) The giving of any legal advice; and

(6) Any actions taken for others in any matter connected with
the law.

Interestingly, conducting a real estate closing involves 5 of the 6 activ-
ities listed.  The only one not involved is “representing litigants in
court.”  Litigating, which laypeople are more likely to associate with
practicing law, involves at most only 4 of the 6 activities listed.
OCGA §15-19-50 is the codification of the Supreme Court articulation
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secure. DVLF is in preliminary talks about a security deposit proj-
ect partnership with Atlanta Legal Aid’s DeKalb Office.

PBPA matches nonprofits in need of free legal assistance with vol-
unteer attorneys who provide pro bono advice in their area of
expertise. PBPA clients are 501(c)(3) charities that serve low-
income or disadvantaged individuals and cannot afford to pay for
legal services. PBPA volunteers advise nonprofits on their business
law needs, including contracts, corporate governance, employment,
intellectual property, real estate and tax issues. Real estate projects
include assistance with property acquisition and lease reviews.

In addition to this assistance, the Pro Bono Committee of the Real
Property Law Section continues to match volunteer attorneys with
pro bono opportunities throughout the State. There are currently
approximately 100 attorneys on the volunteer list who are willing to
take on the pro bono cases that come to our committee. Our volun-
teer attorneys have provided services such as title searches, land
transfers, helping settle disputes over earnest money, landlord/ten-
ant dispute resolution, and assistance to homeowners facing fore-
closure. If you wish to become more involved with pro bono efforts
in real property law including being placed on our list of volunteers,
please contact Joe Farrell at jpf@quirklaw.com.  
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in the 1931 decision  of Boykin v. Hopkins, 174 Ga. 511, 519-520, 162
S.E. 796.  The Court said:

[W]e are of the opinion that the practice of law…(is) not con-
fined to practice in the courts of this State, but (is) of larger
scope, including the preparation of pleadings and other papers
incident to any action or special proceeding in any court or
other judicial body, conveyancing, the preparation of all legal
instruments of all kinds whereby a legal right is secured, the ren-
dering of opinions as to the validity or invalidity of the title to
real or personal property, the giving of any legal advice, and any
action taken for others in any matter connected with the law.

While 5 of these activities are involved in a closing, it is the concept of
“conveyancing” which is at the heart of closing practice. The word
“conveyancing” may be unfamiliar even to a real estate attorney.
Black’s Law Dictionary defines conveyancing:

A term including both the science and art of transferring titles
to real estate from one man to another. Conveyancing is that
part of the lawyer’s business which relates to the alienation
and transmission of property and other rights from one person
to another, and to the framing of legal documents intended to
create, define, transfer, or extinguish rights. It therefore
includes the investigation of the title to land, and the prepa-
ration of agreements, wills, article of association, private
statutes operating as conveyances, and many other instru-
ments in addition to conveyances properly so called.

Early challenges to the State Bar of Georgia came as claims that this
structure to regulate attorney behavior violated the Constitution of
Georgia. That issue was addressed in a 1969 case:  Sams v. Olah, 225
Ga. 497, 169 S.E.2d 790.   

There are now two bodies within the State Bar of Georgia which issue
advisory opinions regarding the practice of law in response to queries
from practitioners – the Formal Advisory Opinion Board and the
Standing Committee on the Unauthorized Practice of Law (“UPL”).  

Prior to 1986, the State Disciplinary Board issued Formal Advisory
Opinions. In 1986, the responsibility for issuing Formal Advisory
Opinions was entrusted to the Supreme Court of Georgia, and the
Court asked the Formal Advisory Opinion Board to review all existing
opinions and withdraw any that were obsolete. The Formal Advisory
Opinion Board now handles the initial review of requests for opinions
and, if it deems an opinion is needed, drafts and issues an opinion for
comment. After a comment period, if the Formal Advisory Opinion
Board issues an opinion, it is then sent to the Supreme Court of
Georgia for review.  

One of the Formal Advisory Opinions which was issued prior to 1986 is
Advisory Opinion 21. It provides guidelines for attorneys utilizing para-
legals and assistants and provides that delegation of tasks to parale-
gals and assistants is proper if the lawyer maintains a direct relation-
ship with his client, supervises the delegated work, and has complete
professional responsibility for the work product.

Over the years, the Formal Advisory Opinion Board and the Standing
Committee on UPL have issued several advisory opinions that affect
closings.  Below are very brief statements regarding the subject matter
of those advisory opinions. Every real estate practitioner who handles

closings should be familiar with these.  The full opinions can be found
on the website of the State Bar or in the Residential Real Estate Closing
Procedure Handbook on the website of the RPLS:  

Formal Advisory Opinion No. 86-5, issued in 1986, provides that a
lawyer cannot delegate to a non-lawyer responsibility of closing a real
estate transaction without the participation of an attorney.

Formal Advisory Opinion No. 99-2 provides that an in-house counsel
for a real estate lending institution assists that entity in the unautho-
rized practice of law if he or she provides legal services to its customers
which are in any way related to the existing relationship between the
institution and its customer and such conduct would also constitute
an impermissible conflict of interest.

Formal Advisory Opinion No. 00-3 addresses the ethical propriety of
lawyers telephonically participating in real estate closings from remote
site, and provides that a lawyer participating in a closing transaction must
be in control of the closing process from beginning to end, that his/her
supervision of non-lawyers must be direct and constant, and that the
physical presence of the lawyer at the closing will assure such supervision.

In 2003, the Standing Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of Law
issued UPL Formal Advisory Opinion 2003- 2, and in reviewing this
opinion, the Supreme Court of Georgia was asked to rule on the prac-
tice of “lay conveyancing” or “witness only closings” in Georgia. At that
time, the term “witness only closing” was used to refer to a closing
conducted by a layperson, a non-attorney, usually a notary public.  The
Supreme Court held:

The proponents of lay conveyancing, or witness-only closings,
urge this Court to overturn UPL Advisory Opinion 2003-2
because, they contend, requiring the services of Georgia
lawyers for real estate closings and the execution of deeds of
conveyances needlessly harms the public interest by increasing
price and decreasing choice for consumers.  Recognizing that
adherence to the public interest is “the foremost obligation of
the practitioner,” First Bank & Trust v. Zagoria, 250 Ga. 844, 845
(302 SE2d 674) (1983), as it distinguishes a professional service
from a purely commercial enterprise, we continue to believe
that the public interest is best protected when a licensed
Georgia attorney, trained to recognize the rights at issue dur-
ing a property conveyance, oversees the entire transaction. If
the attorney fails in his or her responsibility in the closing, the
attorney may be held accountable through a malpractice or bar
disciplinary action. In contrast, the public has little or no
recourse if a non-lawyer fails to close the transaction properly.
It is thus clear that true protection of the public interest in
Georgia requires that an attorney licensed in Georgia partici-
pate in the real estate transaction.  

It does us all well to remember that the Supreme Court of Georgia said
that the “foremost obligation of the practitioner” is “adherence to the
public interest.”  The Court continued:

Although it is within this Court’s exclusive authority to deter-
mine the scope of the practice of law, we note that since at least
1932 it has been the statutory policy in the State of Georgia
that only attorneys properly licensed in Georgia are authorized
to close real estate transactions.  See OCGA §15-19-50 (practice
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of law includes conveyancing, preparation of legal instruments of
all kinds whereby legal right is secured, rendering of opinions as to
the validity or invalidity of titles to real or personal property, and
giving of any legal advice). See also Georgia Bar Association v.
Lawyers Title Insurance Corp., 222 Ga. 657 (151 SE2d 718)(1966).
Although the language of this statute does not control the prac-
tice of law in Georgia, we find it is “in aid of the judiciary in the
performance of its functions,” Huber, 234 Ga. At 360, and is con-
sistent with our holding that only an attorney duly licensed in this
State can prepare and facilitate the execution of a deed of con-
veyance. This policy was enacted and continues to exist for the
benefit of the public and we are unpersuaded that the time has
come to change the policy with regard to law conveyances or wit-
ness-only closings. Accordingly, we hereby approve UPL Advisory
Opinion 2003-2.

There are several very important points being made here.  First, the regu-
lation of the practice of law is the province of the Supreme Court not the
legislature.  Second, the Supreme Court upholds the “statutory policy”
entrusting closings to licensed Georgia lawyers because it agrees with the
legislative policy. The reason for such agreement is because the policy was
enacted and continues to exist for the benefit of the public.

The Supreme Court of Georgia has been consistent in articulating this
purpose and reveals its impetus in First Bank & Trust Co. v. Zagoria, 302
S.E.2d 674, 250 Ga. 844 (Gal, 1983), in which the Court said: 

The diligence of this court has been directed toward the assur-
ance that the law practice will be a professional service and not
simply a commercial enterprise. The primary distinction is that a
profession is a calling which demands adherence to the public
interest as the foremost obligation of the practitioner.  

It is the nature of a profession which underlies the role with which we
are entrusted, and the expectations of those who fill that role.

Formal Advisory Opinion No. 04-1 was issued in 2004 to address the ques-
tion of whether an attorney may create an entity for the purpose of con-
ducting residential real estate closings and that entity utilize an account
for closing disbursement that does not comply with the requirements of
the Rules governing the handling of funds by attorneys.  It provides that if
an attorney supervises the closing conducted by a non-lawyer entity, then
the attorney is a fiduciary with respect to the closing proceeds and clos-
ing proceeds must be handled in accordance with Rule 1.15(II).

More recently, the Formal Advisory Board issued Formal Advisory Opinion
2013-1, which stated that  a Georgia attorney may NOT ethically con-
duct a “witness only” closing —  a closing where the attorney acts in the
limited role of a witness or notary, only presiding over the execution of
closing documents and fails to control the closing process from begin-
ning to end.  By acting merely as a witness or notary, the attorney mis-
represents his role in the transaction in violation of Georgia Rule of
Professional Conduct  8.4(a)(4).

The opinion recognized that an attorney may utilize documents at a
closing prepared by the lender or a third party. The closing attorney must,
however, review those documents and adopt them as his/her own work.
If an attorney is directed not to review loan documents or not to advise
the parties as to their legal rights, that attorney may fail in his/her duty
to provide competent representation and to exercise independent pro-
fessional judgment in rendering advice in violation of Rules 1.1 and 1.2,

Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct.  

While the opinion reiterates from past decisions the general proposition
that a Georgia attorney must be in control of the closing process from
beginning to end, it also enumerates several events that must be per-
formed by an attorney, including: (i) rendering an opinion as to title and
the resolution of any defects in marketable title; (ii) preparation of deeds
of conveyance, including warranty deeds, quitclaim deeds, deeds to
secure debt, and mortgage deeds; (iii) overseeing and participating in the
execution of instruments conveying title, (iv) supervising the recordation
of documents conveying title; and (v) in those situations where the
lawyer receives funds, depositing and disbursing those funds in accor-
dance with Georgia Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15(II).

This opinion went a long way in clarifying an attorney’s role in the real
estate closing process. In doing so the opinion protects the public from
unregulated and unlicensed closing and settlement companies and pre-
serves the integrity of this State’s real estate records.

In the context of residential real estate closings, FAO 2013-1 was wel-
comed as clarifying the requirements of a closing and a closing attorney.
The “witness-only closing” had morphed in meaning from a closing con-
ducted by a non-attorney or notary public to a closing conducted by an
attorney who showed up only to perform the function of witnessing the
execution of documents.  As non-attorney closers continued to try to
conduct closings in Georgia, they attempted to circumvent Georgia law
by hiring attorneys to act as witnesses only. There seemed to always be
a ready supply of brand new practitioners or non-real property practi-
tioners who could be enticed to be witness-only closers. Many were
unaware of Georgia law and policy as to the practice of law. The State
Bar of Georgia found itself “informing” many new law school graduates
that it was not ethically acceptable to engage in this practice. 

To aid in this educational process, the Ethics Committee of the Real
Property Law Section published the Residential Real Estate Closing
Procedure Handbook, which sets forth in step by step format the func-
tions that should be filled by a closing attorney conducting a residential
closing in Georgia. These steps include everything from the initial title
order to disbursement of funds as set forth in FAO 2013-1.

While FAO 2013-1 was welcomed by the residential real property practi-
tioners, there were commercial real property practitioners who saw a
problem.  To them the requirement that the Georgia licensed real estate
practitioner be in control of the transaction from beginning to end did
not seem to coincide with their actual commercial practices. Essentially,
commercial practitioners want the convenience of dealing with a title
insurance company for certain closing services. In particular, commercial
practice for many attorneys involves relying on title insurance compa-
nies not only to provide title insurance but to provide settlement servic-
es such as disbursing funds.  

FAO 2013-1 notes that Georgia law also allows the lender to disburse
funds but states that a lawyer violates the Georgia Rule of Professional
Conduct 1.15(II) if he/she delivers closing proceeds to a title company or
to a third party settlement company for disbursement instead of
depositing them into and disbursing them from an attorney’s IOLTA
account. The opinion further  noted that “ [p]ursuant to O.C.G.A. §44-14-
13, it is a misdemeanor for a third party closing agent to receive or dis-
burse loan proceeds because only lawyers and lenders can serve as set-
tlement agents.”  Of course, OCGA §44-14-13 applies only to residential
closings. So the Executive Committee of the RPLS requested clarification
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from the Formal Advisory Board of the Georgia Bar as to whether it is
acceptable for a licensed Georgia attorney to utilize the disbursement
services of a title company when engaged in a commercial transaction.

This issue of what activities title companies may engage in without
crossing the line into the practice of law in Georgia has been an issue
since the unification of the Georgia Bar Association. In 1966, Lawyers
Title Insurance Corporation brought a challenge to the Georgia Bar
Association’s position that some of Lawyers Title’s activities violated the
Georgia statute defining the practice of law.  Lawyers Title lost at the trial
level, and the trial court decision was affirmed by the Supreme Court of
Georgia.  Looking at the activities which the Georgia Supreme Court held
were in violation of the statute in 1966 is instructive:  

It appeared from the evidence that the policy of Lawyers Title
Insurance Corporation form its incorporation had been to co-
operate with lawyers and encourage the employment of
lawyers by persons desiring title insurance through the corpo-
ration.  Outside of the Atlanta area the corporation issues poli-
cies of title insurance only on certificates of title furnished by
lawyers not in the regular employ of the corporation, who have
either applied for title insurance for a client, or have been
employed by the corporation to examine the title to property
of a customer of the corporation seeking title insurance.  In the
Atlanta area the corporation maintains a title plant and can
determine for itself, without the services of an independent
lawyer, the risk involved in insuring a particular title. If a per-
son in the Atlanta area does not wish to be represented by a
lawyer, the corporation may determine the insurability of the
title through its employees who are lawyers, and it is this type
of business that is referred to as ‘walk-in business.’ The evidence
showed that this business constituted a very small part of the
business of the corporation.

The trial judge found only this so-called “walk-in” business to be in vio-
lation of Georgia law. Lawyers Title was violating Georgia law by (1)
advertising itself as being authorized to render legal services and advice
in the handling and closing of real estate transactions between appli-
cants for title insurance and third persons; and (2) advertising that the
employment of an attorney is not necessary, thus leading the public to
believe that Lawyers Title was engaged in the business of conveyancing,
preparation of legal instruments, and rendering title opinions, in addition
to insuring titles to real property. A title company’s activities must be
confined to (1) preparing papers in connection with a title it proposes to
insure in order for it to be willing to insure such title, at no charge, as
permitted by OCGA §15-19-52; and (2) examining title records, prepar-
ing abstracts of title, certifying the correctness of the same, issuing title
insurance policies and employing attorneys in and about their own
immediate affairs, as permitted by OCGA §15-19-53. Importantly OCGA
§15-19-53 adds the following, “However, nothing contained in this Code
section shall authorize any person, corporation, or voluntary association
other than an attorney at law to express, render, or issue any legal opin-
ion as to the status of the title to real or personal property.”

The pending question posed to the Formal Advisory Opinion Board is:  Must
a Georgia attorney representing a seller, purchaser/borrower, or lender in a
commercial transaction (being a transaction that does not involve a con-
sumer purchasing, selling or refinancing one- to four-family residential
property to be used as his or her primary residence) involving Georgia real
estate receive and disburse funds through an IOLTA trust account when one
or more of the parties are represented by legal counsel and the parties

and/or their counsel agree on an alternate method of disbursement?

So, in regard to the question of disbursing real estate transactions
through an IOLTA attorney trust account, we now have attorneys asking
that a title company be allowed to handle one aspect of closing that was
traditionally handled by attorneys. Their reasoning is that it is already
done routinely in commercial real estate practice in Georgia , is conven-
ient for them, and is the preference of some clients.

Is disbursement the practice of law?

The threshold question for the Formal Advisory Board is whether dis-
bursement of a closing is the practice of law. The definition of “con-
veyancing” does not include anything about the exchange of funds
involved.  Does disbursement fall under any of the other functions set
out in Georgia as constituting the practice of law?

We can also look to the current rules regarding attorney escrow accounts
for guidance although they are not dispositive of what constitutes the
practice of law. Georgia Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15 addresses a
lawyer’s duties when holding the funds of clients or third parties.  

Rule 1.15 is divided into 3 parts, each of which addresses how funds
received by a lawyer must be treated.  These rules do not address funds
never received by an attorney.  Given this, the Formal Advisory Board
could decide that unless funds are entrusted with an attorney, the dis-
bursement is outside the scope of an attorney’s representation in con-
ducting a closing.  However, allowing an attorney to avoid duties as to
client or third party funds by directing the client or third party to send
the funds to someone else is hardly attractive.  This seems to have been
recognized in FAO 04-1, but that opinion is limited to a non-lawyer enti-
ty that was created by the attorney himself.    

On the other hand, we must remember that the Georgia Rules of
Professional Conduct can only govern the conduct of an attorney and
not the conduct of his client or of third parties.  If a lender client wants
its loan funds disbursed by a national title company, for example, the
attorney may not have the authority to demand that he disburse the
funds for the transaction.  A lender’s right to specify that a title compa-
ny disburse would seem to flow automatically from the fact that a lender
may disburse its own loan funds.  But, what if it is not the lender who
wants a title company to disburse?  Can a closing attorney say that if he
is going to be responsible for the entire transaction and the correct dis-
bursement of funds, that the funds must be deposited into and disbursed
from a trust account governed by the Georgia Rules of Professional
Conduct?  If the State of Georgia requires that closing funds in connec-
tion with the closing of Georgia real estate be handled in a manner gov-
erned by the State of Georgia in order to protect the citizens of the State
of Georgia, the individual practitioner is relieved of the threat of losing
business if she declines to be forced to handle disbursement in a way dic-
tated by a client or a third party.

How is the public best protected?

The Formal Advisory Board as the regulatory arm of the Supreme Court
of Georgia must also consider how the disbursement aspect of closings
should be conducted in Georgia to best protect the public. The Georgia
Rules of Professional Conduct that govern those funds that Georgia
attorneys receive reflect the duty of care now expected in Georgia:

1.  Per Rule 1.15(I)(a), those funds must be kept separate from the
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lawyer’s own funds.  

2.  Per Rule 1.15(I)(b), a lawyer may not disregard a third party’s
interest in funds if she knows about such interest and it is based
on a lien, final judgment or agreement of the client or lawyer as
to payment of the funds, unless the lawyer reasonably concludes
there is a valid defense to such lien, judgment or agreement.

3.  Per Rule 1.15(I)( c), a lawyer must notify the party whose funds
he receives upon receipt of the funds.

4.  Per Rule 1.15(I)(d) there must be an accounting in regards to
lawyers’ treatment of funds that are in dispute.

5.  Per Rule 1.15(II)(a), all funds received by an attorney must be
held in a trust account.

6.  Per Rule 1.15(II)(b) no personal funds of the attorney may be
deposited in a lawyer trust account, except unearned fees,.  The
lawyer’s records must always reflect the exact balance held for
each party.  No funds may be disbursed to the lawyer except
earned fees.

7.  Per Rule 1.15(II)( c) funds must be held in an interest bearing
account with the interest paid to the client, unless the funds are
nominal in amount or are to be held for a short time period. In
that case the funds may be held in an IOLTA account, an inter-
est bearing account where the interest is paid to the Georgia
Bar Foundation and used for indigent defense. IOLTA funds
must be available for withdrawal upon request and without
delay.  The interest paid on IOLTA funds must not be less than
the rate paid by the bank to regular depositors. In addition there
are reporting requirements placed on the institutions that offer
IOLTA accounts. These institutions must report to the Georgia
Bar Foundation. (Overdrafts are reported and investigated.)

8.  Per Rule 1.15(III)(a) any lawyer who receives funds on behalf of
another must maintain a trust account or accounts, separate from
any business and personal accounts, in an approved institution.

9.  Per Rule 1.15(III)(b) these accounts must be designated as trust
account.

10.  Per Rule 1.15(III)( c) trust accounts must be at a financial insti-
tution approved by the State Bar of Georgia, located in the state
where the lawyer’s office is located, unless this requirement is
waived by the Georgia Bar Foundation. Approved institutions
must report dishonored checks to the Office of the General
Counsel of the State Bar of Georgia.

11.  Per Rule 1.15(III)(f) a lawyer may be audited for cause by the
State Disciplinary Board.

The maximum penalty for a violation of Rule 1.15(i), Rule 1.15(II) (a) or
(b), and Rule 1.15(III) is disbarment.  The maximum penalty for a viola-
tion of Rule 1.15(II)(c) is a public reprimand.  

If disbursement of closing funds is not a part of the practice of law in
Georgia, these protections for the public will not exist.  Are there such
protections for the processing of funds handled by title insurance com-
panies or title insurance agents who are not licensed Georgia attorneys?
Also, there must be consideration of the fact that the interest earned on

attorney IOLTA trust accounts is used by the Georgia Bar Foundation, as
it is in many states, for indigent defense.  The amount of interest col-
lected by the Georgia Bar Foundations by this mechanism has declined
significantly in the last decade.  While this is partly because of the real
estate recession, it is also due to the increased reliance on title insurance
companies and title insurance agents who are not licensed attorneys
conducting the disbursement of funds for Georgia transactions – both
commercial and residential.

Necessity for Formal Advisory Opinion

Finally, the Formal Advisory Board must ask if there is really a need for a
new formal advisory opinion. Is there really a need to distinguish
between commercial and residential transactions?

Many of the clients of commercial practitioners in large firms may be
sophisticated businesses in the real estate market who conduct national
business and prefer to deal with a title insurance company for disburse-
ment services. Other clients in commercial transactions are not so
sophisticated. Many such commercial transactions are between individ-
uals and small businesses who are no more sophisticated than the aver-
age homebuyer.  For many small businesses, buying a piece of real prop-
erty on which to build a facility to operate or buying an existing business
location may occur only once in the lifetime of the business.  If this
transaction is not handled with care, a Georgia resident could see it
adversely affect or even destroy his small business. This fact argues (1)
for a decision that treats all transactions the same in order to protect all
Georgia citizens involved in closings; or (2) for a decision that distin-
guishes between transactions along a different line.  

Commercial practitioners who believe there is a need for a new clarify-
ing advisory opinion often discuss large portfolio transactions that
include properties from multiple states or representations where they
represent national lenders or clients who are accustomed to working
with a title insurance company, which is not a licensed Georgia attorney.
First, if these transactions are the real concern, there is no need for a
decision that excludes all commercial transactions from the effect of FAO
2013-1.  This type of transaction is almost exclusively handled in Georgia
only by large Atlanta firms and is not representative of all commercial
practice in Georgia. Second, there may be solutions for these transac-
tions that allow attorneys to comply with FAO 2013-1 without incon-
venience. As to large portfolio transactions, it would be inconvenient for
the funds attributable to any Georgia property to be segregated from the
other funds.  But, these funds, if they are never entrusted to the Georgia
attorney, do not fall within the directives of FAO 2013-1.  

As to lenders or other clients accustomed to working through a particu-
lar title insurance company, there should be no problem with using an
agent of that title insurance company who is licensed in Georgia when
dealing with Georgia property. In dealing with properties outside the
state of Georgia, the closing attorney may not have to deal with any
state requirement that limits who may engage in conveyancing. To the
extent Georgia property is involved, however, they are required by
Georgia law to insure that a licensed Georgia attorney is in control of the
transaction from beginning to end.  The choice here is between a title
insurance agent who is a licensed Georgia attorney and a title insurance
agent operating in Georgia pursuant to OCGA 15-19-53, and is limited
thereby to examining title and issuing abstracts and title insurance.
Choosing the latter results in relying on an abstract of title or a commit-
ment for title insurance rather than receiving an opinion of title which
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1 Brown v. Wilson, 240 Ga. 856 (1978); Greer v. Piedmont Realty Invs., 248 Ga. 821(1982)
2 Roe v. Doe, 233 Ga. 691 (1975)
3 Wisenbaker v. Warren, 196 Ga. App. 551 (1990)
4 Gay v. Strain, 261 Ga. App. 708 (2003); Navajo Constr., Inc. v. Brigham, 271 Ga. App. 128 (2004); Small v. Irving, 291 Ga. 316 (2012); McGlashan v. Snowden, 292 Ga. 450, 450 (2013)
5 Thompson v. McDougal, 248 Ga. App. 270 (2001)
6 Dawson v. Altamaha Land Co., 215 Ga. 700 (1960)
7 Hall v. Browning, 195 Ga. 423 (1943)
8 Page v. Braddy, 255 Ga. App. 124, 125 (2002)(“Braddy told Godowns to cut trees inside the fence line located on what he believed to be his property but was actually in the southwestern part of the Page's land.”). 
9 Smith v. Milikin, 247 Ga. 369, 371 (1981)
10 O.C.G.A. § 44-11-1
11 O.C.G.A. § 44-11-7
12 O.C.G.A. § 44-9-54
13 O.C.G.A. § 44-5-164
14 O.C.G.A. § 44-5-163
15 Simmons v. Cmty. Renewal & Redemption, LLC, 286 Ga. 6, 7, 685 S.E.2d 75, 77 (2009)(“Because Simmons entered upon the lot knowing that it did not belong to him and without a good faith claim of right to do so, his entry 

was nothing more than a trespass which can never ripen into prescriptive title by adverse possession.”) Lawsuits to establish a prescriptive easement or title by adverse possession are very fact-intensive endeavors.

can only be provided by a licensed attorney.  Further, using a title agent
not licensed in Georgia results in loss of the protections under Georgia
law and the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct as to any disburse-
ment of funds.  That the right choice for a client is to use the title insur-
ance agent who is a licensed Georgia attorney would seem obvious.  

If the Formal Advisory Board issues a draft of a new Formal Advisory
Opinion on this topic there will be a comment period.  If you are inter-
ested in this topic, that will be the time to review the draft and address
any issues that you do not feel have been addressed.  The final draft of
any Formal Advisory Opinion will then go to the Georgia Supreme Court
for its review.

This history lesson ends with a caution that you may or may not think
applies to this issue but certainly applies to the arena of closings gener-
ally as non-lawyers continue to clamor to dismiss lawyers from con-
ducting closings in Georgia. As real estate practitioners in Georgia, we
have been entrusted with a duty to the public in conducting closings.
We should not seek to whittle away at our duties without facing the fact
that this trust is not deserved if its duties are not willingly assumed.

TERRA INCOGNITA: BASIC
CONCEPTS OF BOUNDARY

LINE DISPUTES

James R. Miller
Langdale Vallotton, LLP

Boundary line disputes are bound to crop
up occasionally in any real estate practice.
Several reasons can be suggested for this phenomenon. Chief among
them is the underutilization of land surveying by owners and buyers.
Even when surveys are obtained, however, they are not infallible.
Though steeped in precision and mathematics, surveying is also an
exercise in good judgment and subjectivity. This means that errors
can occur and reasonable minds can differ. Another significant source
of conflict is inadequate legal descriptions in deeds. Many deeds con-
tain outdated or imprecise descriptions which makes finding the pre-
cise location of the property’s boundary lines difficult. Lastly, human
nature will always accommodate dispute, which is especially true
where property rights are concerned. While complete elimination of
boundary line disputes is not realistic, better preparedness and under-
standing of the legal concepts involved can at least minimize the risk
and hasten the resolution. With that modest goal in mind, this article
seeks to address some of the basic legal concepts implicated by

boundary line disputes, to provide potentially helpful legal citations
to aid the practitioner, and to suggest some common sense advice for
owners, buyers, and their counsel to consider. 

The Nature of the Dispute

Boundary line disputes most often begin with an entry by a landown-
er into a disputed or unsettled zone where his tract adjoins his neigh-
bor’s. Oftentimes, a property owner erects one or more improve-
ments in that area. Common examples include a driveway,1 a garage,2

or a fence,3 but any kind of property placement can initiate a dispute.
Green v. Holloway, 220 Ga. 819, 821(1965), for example, refers to a
“toilet encroachment.” Houses and buildings are sometimes con-
structed entirely or partially across property lines.4 In other
instances, the source of the dispute is more ephemeral. An adjoining
owner might routinely walk or drive across the disputed or unsettled
land.5 In rural areas, an owner might hunt or fish on such land.6 Or
the encroachment could even occur without footfall (e.g., bullets
fired on one side of the boundary cross onto the other.)7 In some
cases, the encroachment involves not just an entry but a conversion.
Timber removal is perhaps the most prevalent example in this cate-
gory.8 In fact, given its prevalence, the Georgia Legislature has
specifically addressed timber conversion via statute. O.C.G.A. § 51-
12-50 entitles the victim of timber conversion to recover treble dam-
ages for the value of the timber removed, plus the costs of reforest-
ing the affected land, together with his or her attorneys’ fees and
court costs.

Once they occur, encroachments can generate considerable uncer-
tainty and expense for the landowners involved. The potential nega-
tive outcomes are numerous. Either party may lose land believed to
be his. From the encroacher’s perspective, damages for trespass may
lie, including punitive damages and attorneys’ fees if the trespass is
found to be willful and malicious.9 Where improvements have been
erected, the encroacher faces the prospect of ejectment (requiring
removal of the encroachments)10 and an award of mesne profits (a
disgorgement of profits earned from the encroachments).11 From the
encroachee’s perspective, there is the risk that prescriptive rights
may have inured to the opposing party. Prescriptive rights encom-
pass a vast body of law exceeding the scope of this article, but, for
our purposes, it suffices to say it is a very challenging area to liti-
gate. Prescription requires proof of activities occurring over expan-
sive time periods (seven years for prescriptive easements;12 either
seven13 or twenty years14 for adverse possession, depending on
whether the claim is made under color of title). Locating witnesses
who can speak to events 20 years past is difficult, and thorny ques-
tions concerning the parties’ actions and subjective intentions can
have a profound effect on the outcome.15 As deeply fact-intensive
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endeavors, these cases can easily descend into a hopeless welter of
contradictory or inconclusive evidence regarding the elements of
continuity, permissiveness, and notoriety, among other factors. The
prudent landowner will take great care to avoid them.

Origins

To combat the problems posed by boundary line disputes, one must
understand how the uncertainty arises in the first place. In many, if
not most cases, the landowner is simply ignorant of the actual prop-
erty line. Not knowing better, the landowner may incorrectly assume
that an apparent physical boundary is the actual boundary described
in the deed. An example from personal experience involved a steep
retaining wall running along the western side of a residential lot in
a hilly neighborhood. The neighboring owner presumed that the
retaining wall represented the outer bounds of the adjoining lot, and
he paved his driveway all the way to the foot of the wall. In actuali-
ty, the retaining wall had been built a foot shy of the property line,
which the parties only discovered when the westerly lot went under
contract for sale. In other cases the landowner may simply make a
mistake. Drawing again from my own experience, I have seen a sit-
uation where a builder on a vacant lot misidentified the corner pins
for the lot, mistakenly treating a rectangular lot as a parallelogram
in siting new home construction. As a result, a corner bedroom
crossed onto the neighbor’s parcel. To avoid such mistakes, the sim-
ple practice (and modest expense) of having a surveyor confirm the
presumptive boundary line is highly recommended. 

In some cases, surveying might not be sufficient, as the property line
may be difficult to determine due to a vague or inadequate legal
description. Older deeds in particular may establish boundaries sole-
ly by reference to long-gone adjacent landowners or to “agreed
lines” with no survey calls. Or they may refer to natural or artificial
landmarks that are hard to locate, no longer exist, or are inherently
mutable (e.g., “the run of the branch”). If the property is rural or
remote there may be so little activity or dominion exercised by the
adjacent owners that there is no indication whatsoever of an estab-
lished boundary line. In such cases, there simply may be nothing in
the deed records or in the field from which the precise location of
the line can be confidently determined. 

In cases where the boundary line cannot be definitively determined
by a licensed surveyor, the adjoining landowners should be encour-
aged to reach a mutual agreement regarding the line. In doing so,
they should engage a surveyor to mark their agreed-upon line and
provide a legal description of the boundary. They should then exe-
cute and record a written boundary line agreement prepared by an
attorney. Oftentimes, however, a lawyer will be involved precisely
because the parties cannot reach an agreement. In such cases, the
practitioner should first consider whether the line has been estab-

lished in some other way— by prescription, by agreement, or other-
wise. In cases of disputed or uncertain lines, it is often assumed
existing fences or remnants thereof establish the line. That is not
necessarily true. There must be evidence corroborating that the
fence was erected to mark the boundary as opposed to some other
purpose (e.g., to contain livestock).16 Other arguments to consider
are whether the line has at some point in the past been established
by either parol agreement or acquiescence. The rule regarding parol
agreements is if a boundary line is indefinite, unascertainable, or
disputed,17 it can be established by an oral agreement between the
coterminous landowners if the oral agreement is accompanied by
“actual possession to the agreed line.”18 This represents an important,
but narrow, exception to the statute of frauds in Georgia.19 Actual
possession is the key here It is not enough that one neighbor has
orally agreed to the line. The adjoining owner must have also phys-
ically occupied the previously-disputed area in some tangible,
observable way.20 The rule regarding acquiescence is less clear. Prior
to its repeal in 2014, O.C.G.A. § 44-4-6 stated that “[a]cquiescence
for seven years by acts or declarations of adjoining landowners shall
establish a dividing line.” Unlike parol agreements, acquiescence
did not strictly require proof of actual possession.21 However, with
the repeal of O.C.G.A. § 44-4-6, the viability of arguments of acqui-
escence is in doubt.

The practitioner should also take care in all cases to ascertain the
encroacher’s mental belief and the reasonableness of that belief. In
most cases, the encroaching party is operating under the good faith
(but perhaps erroneous) belief that the subject area is part of his or
her tract. That, of course, is not always the case. In Hollifield v.
Monte Vista Biblical Gardens, 251 Ga. App. 124 (2001), the defen-
dant installed $50,000 worth of flowers, trees, and shrubs on adjoin-
ing property that he knew belonged to his neighbor because, as he
bluntly put it, the adjoining tract was an “eyesore,” “a mess,” and
“one of the most ugly pieces of property in the state of Georgia.”
Questions of mental state can impact a boundary line case in a num-
ber of ways. For example, in trespass actions, Georgia law recog-
nizes an “innocent trespasser” rule. Where a trespass is shown to be
unintentional and non-negligent, the trespasser is typically not sub-
ject to liability.22 In ejectment cases, if the encroaching party placed
the improvements on his neighbor’s land in good faith, O.C.G.A. §
44-11-9(a) allows that party to set off the value of those improve-
ments against any mesne profits awarded to the plaintiff.
Furthermore, if the value of the improvements exceeds the amount
of the mesne profits, the defendant may even claim entitlement to
the amount by which the value of the improvements exceeds the
mesne profits. In prescriptive title cases, the adverse possessor must
enter upon the disputed land under a good faith claim of right, or he
is a mere trespasser whose entry can never ripen into prescriptive
title.23 These are but a few examples of how mental state can drive
the outcome of boundary line cases.
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16 Roe v. Doe, 233 Ga. 691, 212 S.E.2d 854 (1975)(“However, there is no evidence that this fence is the dividing line between the two properties.”); Cothran v. Burk, 234 Ga. 460, 460-461 (1975)(“Appellee testified that the purpose
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21 Buchheit v. Gillis, 246 Ga. App. 838, 840 (2000)(“Contrary to arguments advanced by the Buchheits, the trial court's charge to the jury that actual possession up to the boundary line is not always necessary to show acquiescence in       
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22 Bullard v. Bouler, 272 Ga. App. 397, 399 (2005)
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Conclusion

To summarize, persons acquiring land should be encouraged to
obtain a boundary line survey prior to purchase Existing landowners
contemplating improvements should consult a licensed surveyor
prior to commencing construction. Where the line cannot be clearly
established by the surveyor (perhaps because of an inadequate legal
description or because of potentially ripe adverse possession
claims), a written, recordable boundary line agreement with the
adjoining landowner should be sought –with the involvement of a
licensed land surveyor to properly memorialize the line’s location.
By taking these steps, the expense and snarl of a protracted bound-
ary line dispute can hopefully be avoided. Where the potential for a
dispute is not timely identified – or where an agreement cannot be
reached – the parties are unfortunately submitting themselves to a
jumble of complex legal concepts, costly legal proceedings, and
challenging factual inquiries that may or may not result in a satis-
factory outcome for any of the parties involved.

AVOIDING DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS
AGAINST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

AND LANDLORD CLIENTS

David S. Klein
Weissman PC

Real estate practitioners, property man-
agers, and landlords must be cognizant of
the rules and regulations which concern
rental housing discrimination. The breadth
of these rules and regulations is extremely
broad and bring Federal, State, and even
local laws into the spotlight. The main
laws at issue for persons operating or servicing a residential rental
property in Georgia are: (1) the Federal Fair Housing Act, (2) the
Georgia Fair Housing Act, (3) the Americans with Disability Act,
and (4) the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

The Fair Housing Act; the Georgia Fair Housing Act; and HUD
According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (“HUD”)’s website, the Fair Housing Act (the “FHA”)
protects people from discrimination when they are renting, buying,
or securing financing for any housing. The prohibitions specifically
cover discrimination because of race, color, national origin, religion,
sex, disability and the presence of children. The FHA came into
being with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 and is codi-
fied at 42 U.S.C. § 3601-3619. There are a wide range of penalties
available to HUD to police violations of the FHA, including but not
limited to fines and injunctive relief. 42 U.S.C. § 3612(g)(2). Private
litigants may recover monetary judgments against a person or entity
which violates the FHA. 42 U.S.C. § 3613(c)(1). In certain circum-
stances, they may also be able to recover their attorney’s fees, or even
punitive damages. Id.

In connection with its executive authority, HUD has promulgated
various regulations and opinions which serve to supplement the
FHA. There have also been several cases taken up by circuit courts
and the United States Supreme Court which analyze the FHA.

First, on June 25, 2015, the United States Supreme Court issued a 5-
4 decision in the case of Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, 576 U.S. ___
(2015) holding that “disparate-impact” claims are recognized under
the FHA. The case concerned a non-profit organization called
Inclusive Communities Project which assisted low-income families
obtain affordable housing. The federal government provides tax
credits for developers and others that build low-income housing.
State-level agencies administer these tax credits. Inclusive
Communities Project filed suit against the state-level agency
involved claiming that the agency was disproportionately allocating
too many tax credits to African-American inner city developments
and too few tax credits to white suburban developments. Inclusive
Communities Project won in the district court and circuit court of
appeals, which both held that the FHA recognized disparate-impact
claims. The state-level agency appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

In that opinion, Justice Kennedy wrote that “[r]ecognition of dis-
parate-impact liability under the FHA also plays a role in uncover-
ing discriminatory intent: It permits plaintiffs to counteract uncon-
scious prejudices and disguised animus that escape easy classifica-
tion as disparate treatment.” A “disparate-impact” means a “race-
neutral” policy which results in negative consequences against a pro-
tected class under the FHA. The Court further held, however, that the
defendant in such an action still has the opportunity to defend itself
by showing that a “valid interest [is] served by [the] policy [at
issue].” Furthermore, allegations based upon statistical disparities
alone are insufficient to set forth a claim under the FHA. This opin-
ion means that in courts across the country it is now much easier to
state a claim under the FHA, as a plaintiff need not allege intention-
al, actual, or pretextual discrimination. Rather, a claim exists as long
as a plaintiff alleges that a defendant’s policy has negative conse-
quences on a protected class. 

Second, in April 2016 HUD issued a guidance opinion related to the
use of a rental applicant’s criminal history when approving or deny-
ing a rental application. The opinion found that “[b]ecause of wide-
spread racial and ethnic disparities in the U.S. criminal justice sys-
tem, criminal history-based restrictions on access to housing are
likely disproportionately to burden African-Americans and
Hispanics.” Accordingly, the opinion prohibits (1) the imposition of
“blanket prohibitions” on any person with any conviction record –
no matter when the conviction occurred, what the underlying con-
duct entailed, or what the convicted person has done since then; and
(2) denials based upon arrest without conviction. A property manag-
er or owner may still use a criminal conviction as a basis for deny-
ing a rental applicant as long as there is a policy that “accurately dis-
tinguishes between criminal conduct that indicates a demonstrable
risk to resident safety and/or property and criminal conduct that does
not.” This determination is made on a case-by-case basis. The guid-
ance opinion does not specifically list out which criminal convic-
tions may or may not meet this standard. Property managers, own-
ers, and their legal counsel must determine which criminal convic-
tions should result in a rental application denial.

The Georgia Fair Housing Act (the “GFHA”) is codified at O.C.G.A.
§ 8-3-200 through 8-3-223. The GFHA is “nearly identical” to the
FHA. Bailey v. Stonecrest Condominium Ass’n, Inc., 304 Ga.App.
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484, 487 (2010). As such, Georgia courts dealing with the GFHA look
to federal cases which construe the FHA. Macon–Bibb County Hosp.
Auth. v. Nat. Treasury Employees Union, 265 Ga. 557, 558(1) (1995). 

The Americans with Disabilities Act
In 1990, Congress passed the Americans with Disabilities Act (the
“ADA”), which prohibits discrimination based upon a person’s dis-
ability. The ADA itself generally does not apply to residential prop-
erties but, rather, covers employers and accommodations in public
areas. As mentioned above, however, disabled persons are a protect-
ed class under the FHA. Thus, FHA and rules promulgated by HUD,
like the ADA, require that “reasonable accommodations” be provid-
ed upon request to a disabled individual. 

One of the more recent concerns property managers and owners
have is how to deal with a rental applicant who requests permission
for a service animal. Many property managers and owners may
charge a pet fee or include a list of prohibited pets as part of their
rental guidelines. A service animal (as that term is defined by the
ADA and FHA) is generally not considered a pet. On April 25, 2013,
HUD issued a guidance opinion concerning service animals. The
opinion requires property managers and owners to consider a dis-
abled rental applicant’s request for “reasonable accommodations”
concerning a service animal. In his or her request, the rental appli-
cant must show (1) that he or she has a disability (i.e., a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities); and (2) that he or she has an animal that provides work,
assistance, or performs tasks for the benefit of the rental applicant
or provides emotional support that alleviates one or more of the
symptoms or effects of the rental applicant’s existing disability. The
FHA and HUD regulations do not require that the animal be indi-
vidually trained or certified. If the rental applicant meets the criteria
described above, then the service animal must be allowed despite
any conflict that may cause with the owner or landlord’s pet policy.
Supporting documentation about the emotional support needed may
be requested of the rental applicant but only if the disability or dis-
ability-related need is not readily apparent or already known. A pet
fee may still be charged to cover the costs of repair caused by the
animal as long as that pet fee is uniformly charged for regular pets
and service animals. 

The only methods for a property manager or owner to deny a rea-
sonable accommodation for a service animal are (1) that the modi-
fication or exception to the “no pets” policy would impose an undue
financial and administrative burden or would fundamentally alter
the nature of the property manager or owner’s services; (2) the spe-
cific service animal poses a direct threat to the health or safety of
others that cannot be reduced or eliminated by another reasonable
accommodation; or (3) the specific service animal would cause sub-
stantial physical damage to the property of others that cannot be
reduced or eliminated by another reasonable accommodation.
Denials based upon any of these three exceptions must be based on
an individual assessment by the property manager or owner and can-
not be based upon speculation, fear, or evidence about harm or dam-
age from other animals. The burden remains on the property man-
ager or owner to prove that the denial of the reasonable accommo-
dation falls under one of these categories. 

The Fair Credit Reporting Act
The Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) is a federal law codified at

15 U.S.C. § 1681. The FCRA applies to persons or entities that use
consumer reports. These terms include persons or entities that use
credit reports during the rental application process. If a property
manager or owner denies a rental application based upon the appli-
cant’s credit report, an “adverse action” notice must be sent to the
applicant. 15 U.S.C. § 1681m(b)(2). The notice can be oral. It is
highly suggested, however, that the notice be made in writing
addressed to the applicant and stating the following: (1) that the
denial is based in whole or in part on information received from a
consumer reporting agency; (2) the name, address, and phone num-
ber (including a toll-free number) of the consumer reporting agency;
(3) that the consumer reporting agency that supplied the credit
report did not make the decision to take the adverse action and can-
not give the specific reasons for it; (4) that under the FCRA the
applicant has the right to receive an additional free copy of his or her
consumer report if one is requested within sixty (60) days of the let-
ter; and (5) that under the FCRA the rental applicant has the right to
dispute the accuracy or completeness of any information contained
in his or her consumer file.

Individuals and entities can be held liable for both willful and neg-
ligent violations of the FCRA. 15 U.S.C. § 1681n and 1681o. If suc-
cessful, a rental applicant filing suit under the FCRA may recover
his or her attorney’s fees as well as punitive damages in the event of
a willful violation. 

IS THE BATTLE OF 
THE REAL ESTATE
APPRAISERS OVER?

Joseph P. Farrell
Quirk & Quirk, LLC

When the bubble burst in 2006-2008 and
banks foreclosed on commercial proper-
ties or properties purchased for investment purposes left and right,
litigators representing banks became intimately familiar with
O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161, the confirmation statute. Consisting of a
mere two hundred words and enacted during the Great Depression
(1935), O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161 requires a lender seeking a deficien-
cy after a foreclosure sale to report the foreclosure within thirty (30)
days of the foreclosure sale and obtain an order confirming the sale.
To confirm the foreclosure sale, the bank is required to prove pro-
cedural correctness (legality of the notice, advertisement, and regu-
larity of the sale) as well as prove that it obtained “the true market
value of the property” through the use of an appraiser. If the bank
does not obtain the true market value, the trial court can (but does
not have to) order a resale of the property, and the bank could try
again. If a borrower can afford an appraiser, there is a good chance
of a good old-fashioned shootout as the bank’s appraiser and the bor-
rower’s appraiser square off. Each side will try to convince a judge
that the appraisal was either just right or even on the low side (bank’s
appraiser); or that the appraisal was too high (borrower’s counsel).
In this high-stakes battle of appraisers, acronyms like MAI (Member
Appraisal Institute) and USPAP (Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice) take on added importance.
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Then along came the HWA 1 case and put an end to many shooting
matches. Why? Banks really want a deficiency judgment against the
individual guarantors; not so much the oft-defunct corporate bor-
rower. O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161 has been interpreted to require that the
creditor name both the borrower(s) and any guarantor as defendants
in the confirmation proceeding. The Court of Appeals in HWA, how-
ever, held that a guarantor can waive the defense afforded by
O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161.

In PNC v Smith2, the Georgia Supreme Court confirmed the HWA
holding:  a lender must first confirm a foreclosure sale pursuant to
O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161 to pursue a borrower and/or guarantor for a
deficiency after a foreclosure has been conducted, but borrowers and
guarantors may waive this requirement. In all of these cases, the
wording in the guarantee is critical. In Smith, the guarantors waived
“any and all rights or defenses ... based on any ‘one action’ or ‘anti-
deficiency’ law or any law which prevents [PNC] from bringing any
action, including claim for deficiency against [the guarantors],
before or after [PNC’s] completion of any foreclosure action....” The
guarantors also acknowledged PNC’s right of foreclosure and agreed
to remain liable for the indebtedness even if post-foreclosure confir-
mation did not occur. 

In explaining the rationale, the Supreme Court, citing HWA, noted
that “the result is in line with the fundamental principle that the
freedom of contract is sacrosanct, and that freedom should not be
limited absent some important public policy reason.” In allowing a
guarantor to waive the confirmation requirement, an appropriate
balance is struck between the statutory protections of the confirma-
tion statute and the freedom of contract. The confirmation statute’s
requirements “help preserve the public order by ensuring that bor-
rowers are not unduly stripped of their property and left destitute
after their assets are subjected to a deficiency action.” Implicit in
this holding is a characterization of the transaction as a commercial
one from the guarantor’s vantage point as opposed to a consumer
transaction from the borrower’s vantage point. The Georgia
Supreme Court reasoned that “guarantors [do not] face…the same
disparity of bargaining power nor the same type of risk as borrow-
ers.” This may be a suspect conclusion when you consider the cor-
porate borrower, but it is a conclusion rooted in the idea that the
borrower who occupies property deserves protection while a guar-
antor/investor who has taken a calculated investment risk does not.
In other words, protecting investors was not contemplated by the
drafters of O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161.

The Georgia Supreme Court also noted changes to foreclosure sales
notices which resulted from 1981 legislation. Specifically, the legis-
lature defined “debtor” to exclude guarantors in foreclosure notices.
Thus, in 1981 the General Assembly made the express policy deci-
sion to prohibit waivers of the confirmation proceeding protections
only for borrowers (and their successors), not guarantors. 

An unpublished case, Wells Fargo Bank v. Baggett3, holds out per-
haps some hope for the guarantor’s attorney. In Baggett, Judge Leigh

May of the Northern District found no express waivers of defenses
and held that the guarantor essentially did not waive the protection
of O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161. The Bank next argued that Mr. Baggett
waived his right to a sale of the property “for fair market value—as
required by the Georgia confirmation statutes” through “his waiver
of any defense requiring the disposal of collateral in a particular
manner.” Mr. Baggett responded that the Bank’s failure to confirm
the foreclosure sale and the denial of the confirmation order appli-
cation established that the collateral was not disposed of “in a com-
mercially reasonable manner.” Judge May disagreed, stating that the
denial of the confirmation order focused only on the property’s value
and did not establish that the manner of sale was commercially
unreasonable as a matter of law. While the Court found that the bank
sold the property in a commercially reasonable manner, the Court
held that nevertheless the guarantor did not waive his right to a con-
firmation order by waiving the right the property be sold “in a par-
ticular manner or at a particular time.” 

In York v. RES-GA LJY, LLC 4, the Georgia Supreme Court reinforced
the PNC holding. In York, the Supreme Court considered whether the
language in the guaranty sufficed to waive rights under O.C.G.A. §
44-14-161 as well as whether the creditor can still seek a deficiency
judgment after the creditor sought and was denied judicial confir-
mation under the statute.  

Justice Peterson analyzed in great detail why the language in the
guaranty waived the guarantor’s rights. In the guaranty, the guaran-
tor agreed to waive “any defenses given to guarantors at law or in
equity other than actual payment and performance of the indebted-
ness.”5 Justice Peterson agreed with the guarantor that this language
could not expand the creditor’s protection beyond a waiver of those
defenses specifically named. The argument then shifted as to
whether the guarantor’s waiver of defenses based on surety or
impairment of collateral included a waiver of the confirmation
requirement of O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161.  

The Supreme Court concluded that because the waiver specifically
included a waiver of rights of “one action” and “anti-deficiency”
laws it also included a defense under O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161.  Those
terms (“one action” and “anti-deficiency” laws) are not defined in
Georgia law, but the Court, citing Black’s Law Dictionary, described
those types of statutes as “enacted to limit the rights of secured cred-
itors to recover in excess of the security.”6 In the context of decisions
from other jurisdictions as well as in the context of the guaranty
itself, the Supreme Court held that O.C.G.A. § 44-14-161 “fits the
general definition of anti-deficiency law.”7

With respect to the argument that the creditor failed to confirm the
confirmation sale and should therefore be barred from proceeding
further, the Supreme Court stated that the orders in a different pro-
ceeding were “not relevant to this action, given our finding that the
Guarantors have waived any defense based on RES-GA’s failure to
obtain confirmation.”8 However, the Supreme Court hinted that, in
a scenario where the creditor loses the confirmation case, the guar-
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1 HWA Properties, Inc. v. Community & Southern Bank, 320 Ga.App. 334 (2013)
2 298 Ga. 818, 785 S.E.2d 505 (2016)
3 Wells Fargo Bank v. Baggett, No. 1:15-CV-187-LMM, 2015 WL 11438603 (N.D. Ga. June 11, 2015)
4 Docket No. S16G1245, 2017 WL 1375107 (Ga. Apr. 17, 2017)
5 Id. 
6 Id. at *4.
7 Id.
8 Id. at *5.
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antor could argue that his damages should be mitigated in a defi-
ciency case because the foreclosure sales price did not represent the
fair market value. It is unclear whether a guarantor can still argue
in a deficiency action that the confirmation sales amount is insuf-
ficient or whether the waiver includes contesting the foreclosures
sale amount.

In summary, HWA, PNC, and York make clear that a creditor does
not have to confirm a foreclosure sale if the guaranty contains lan-
guage that waives the right. York, however, hints at the possibility
that a guarantor could still contest the foreclosure sale amount at the
deficiency hearing. The Battle of the Appraisers may still live, or the
specter of the Battle could give the guarantor some leverage to nego-
tiate a more favorable deficiency amount.

COURT OF APPEALS 
CLARIFIES PREMISES 

LIABILITY “SLIP AND FALL”

Matt M. Mashbur
Aldridge Pite, LLP

Johnson v. All American Quality Food, Inc., A16A1724 (March 10,
2017) Doyle, C.J. writing for Barnes, P.J., McFadden, P.J., Ray and
Rickman, JJ; Miller, P.J. concurring fully and specially; Andrews,
McMillian and Self, JJ. dissenting.

Rentz v. Prince of Albany, Inc., A16A2096 (February 24, 2017).
Doyle, C. J. writing for Reese and Bethel, JJ.

Richardson v. Mapoles,A16A2184 (December 8, 2016) Peterson, J.
writing for Dillard, P.J. and Reese, J.

The original title to this article was going to be “The Nine Words that
a Plaintiff cannot utter in a slip and fall case.” Before we got to pub-
lication on that article, however, the Prince of Albany case came
down on February 24, 2017 (we know it should be called, Rentz; but
if you can call a case “the Prince of Albany case,” why wouldn’t you?)
and we had to change the name of the article to “The two phrases that
will get a slip and fall case tossed on Summary Judgment.”

However, before we even got to publication on that revised article,
the Court of Appeals trashed that headline and issued a fractured rul-
ing by the Whole Court reversing the grant of summary judgment to
a proprietor in a slip and fall case in Johnson v. All American Quality
Foods, Inc.

So, let us take a look at the cases in chronological order.

Richardson v. Mapoles

STANDARD FACTS: Somebody slipped, was injured and blamed
the proprietor for her injuries. The trial court granted summary judg-
ment to the proprietor.

NON-STANDARD FACT: This case occurred at the very first free-
standing Chick-Fil-A restaurant ever built anywhere in the world
(the “Dwarf House” doesn’t count because it’s a Dwarf House and
not a Chick-Fil-A).

NON-STANDARD FACT: The Plaintiff sought to sue the Operator
of the Chick-Fil-A personally rather than Chick-Fil-A itself.  

NON-STANDARD FACT: The customer was struggling with an
interior door while standing on a mat that was damp from a rain
storm outside when the customer fell.

NON-STANDARD FACT: The opinion does not mention the cus-
tomer’s injuries other than to say that the customer was transported
to the hospital by ambulance.

The Prince of Albany case:

STANDARD FACTS: Somebody slipped (or more accurately tripped
over something), was injured and blamed the proprietor for her
injuries. The trial court granted summary judgment to the proprietor.

NON-STANDARD FACT: In this case, the non-standard cause was
a game of cornhole in the lobby of a car dealership. Originally, we
thought that the injury was going to have been caused by the cus-
tomer slipping on one of the bean bags used to play the game. But
no! The customer tripped on the cornhole board itself! That’s right,
a plywood ramp measuring approximately four feet long by one foot
wide. Id., at 2. The ramp was a foot high (actually eleven and ½
inches) at its highest point.

NON-STANDARD FACT: The customer walked past the cornhole
platform three times and fell on the fourth trip past as she turned
back toward a sales person to answer a question.

NON-STANDARD FACT: The customer suffered injuries including
a torn meniscus in her knee.

Next, All American Foods.

STANDARD FACTS: Somebody slipped, was injured and blamed
the proprietor for her injuries. The trial court granted summary judg-
ment to the proprietor.

NON-STANDARD FACT. In this case, the non-standard cause was
a puddle of liquid from packaged meat.

NON-STANDARD FACT. The customer walked past the hazard
three times and fell on the fourth trip past.

NON-STANDARD FACT: The customer fell on her side.

Should Premises Liability Cases even be in the 
Real Property Law Section Newsletter?

We were actually wondering whether “slip and fall’ cases really fall
[sic] into the category of real estate law or whether they’re really like
car crashes. Cars are always on real estate when they crash, and so
real estate is technically involved. But “slip and fall” cases are real-
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ly for the insurance defense bar, or for the Bar and Restaurant bar, or
the Floorcovering bar or maybe, the “Piggly-Wiggly” bar because of
the special nexus between supermarkets and slippery things (after
all, the consummate pratfall gag involves slipping on a banana peel).
Strangely, there is no data that indicates the food product or by-prod-
uct which is most likely to cause a slip and fall in a supermarket.1

We went through OSHA statistics, Insurance Defense firms’ web-
pages, Plaintiff ’s attorneys’ webpages, the National Health Institute,
Supermarket professional groups, Restaurant professional groups,
Liability insurance professional groups and anywhere we could
think of; but there is no single factor that far and away causes most
slip and falls- except water or things containing or made up of water
(hardly helpful since nearly everything on the planet is made up pri-
marily of water).2

However, we did find out many interesting facts about slips and falls.3

And most real estate attorneys, even closing attorneys, will run into
the occasional “slip and fall” related issue. Thus, we thought that it
would be time to take a break from a heavy dose of debtor-credi-
tor/foreclosure cases while we await the Georgia Supreme Court’s
ruling in the “Quiet Title as a Defense to ‘Wrongful’ Foreclosure”
line of cases.

Black Letter Law on Premises Liability

An owner or occupier of land has a duty of exercising ordinary care
to keep the premises and approaches safe for any invitees.  Prince of
Albany, at 4 quoting Sherrod v. Triple Play Café, LLC, 285 Ga. App.
689 (647 SE2d 376)(2007). Thus, “[All American] is liable for
injuries caused by its failure to exercise ordinary care in keeping the
premises and approaches safe.”  All American Foods, at 4 quoting
Samuels v. CBOCS, Inc., 319 Ga. App. 421, 422 (742 SE2d
141)(2012)4.…[All American] was required to exercise ordinary
care to protect the invitee from unreasonable risks of harm of which
the owner/occupier has superior knowledge. Id., quoting Samuels, at
423. However, an owner or occupier of land is not an insurer of an
invitee’s safety.  Prince of Albany, at 4.

An invitee seeking to recover for a slip and fall in a premises liabil-
ity action must plead and prove first that the defendant had actual or
constructive knowledge of the hazard. Id.; All American Foods, at 4.
Second, the plaintiff must plead and prove that the plaintiff lacked
knowledge of the hazard despite the exercise of ordinary care for his
or her own personal safety due to the defendant’s actions or con-
ditions within the control of the owner/occupier.  Id., All American
Foods, at 4 (bold marking the difference between Sherrod and
Samuels’ language).

“Thus, to carry its initial burden and to survive a motion for sum-
mary judgment, a plaintiff must provide evidence that when con-
strued in his or her favor, would enable a rational trier of fact to find
that the defendant had actual or constructive knowledge of the haz-
ard.”  All American Foods, at 4.

“[T]he true ground of liability is the proprietor’s superior knowledge
of the perilous instrumentality and the danger therefrom to persons
going upon the property. It is when the perilous instrumentality is
known to the owner or occupant and not known to the person injured
that a recovery is permitted.  One who is familiar with the premises
cannot rely for recovery upon the negligence of the defendant in fail-
ing to correct a patent defect where such party had equal means with
the defendant of discovering it or equal knowledge of its existence.”
Prince of Albany, at 4.

The proprietor’s superior knowledge of the perilous instrumentality
may be actual or constructive.

“To establish constructive knowledge, [the plaintiff] must show that
(1) a store employee was in the immediate area of the hazard and
could have easily seen the substance or (2) the foreign substance
remained long enough that ordinary diligence by the store employ-
ees should have discovered it.”  All American Foods, at 5 quoting
Food Lion v. Walker, 290 Ga. App. 574, 576(1) (660 SE2d
426)(2008).

“Constructive knowledge may be inferred when there is evidence
that the owner lacked a reasonable inspection procedure.” Id.

In order to prevail at summary judgment on constructive knowledge,
the proprietor must demonstrate not only that it had a reasonable
inspection program in place, but that such program was actually car-
ried out at the time of the incident.” Id.

Once the proprietor demonstrates its inspection procedures, then in
order to withstand a motion for summary judgment in a constructive
knowledge premises liability slip and fall case, the plaintiff must
show how long the hazard had been present. Id.

The hazard in a premises liability slip and fall case might be a static
condition, or it might be a non-static condition. Prince of Albany, at 4.

“A static condition is one that does not change and is dangerous only
if someone fails to see it and walks into it. If nothing obstructs the
invitee’s ability to see the static condition, the proprietor may safely
assume that the invitee will see it and will realize any associated
risks.” Id, at 4-5 quoting LeCroy v. Bragg, 319 Ga. App. 884,
886(1)(739 SE2d 1)(2013).

“Indeed, static conditions are much harder to recover against in that
[i]f an alleged dangerous condition is a static defect, a person is pre-
sumed to have a knowledge of it when that person has successfully
negotiated the dangerous condition on a previous occasion.”  Id., at
6, quoting Nemeth v. FFEEF Am., LLC, 283 Ga. App. 795, 797
(1)(643 SE2d 283)(2007).

Here’s where we thought the Prince of Albany was going to be real-
ly interesting. A cornhole platform is a static condition; while a
cornhole beanbag would have been a non-static hazardous condition.
But, wait, there’s still one more avenue to save one’s premises liabil-
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1 If we were to guess, we would guess “grapes.”
2 And thus no particular food product or food by-product in the slip and fall “wheelhouse.”
3 For example, falls are second only to motor vehicle crashes as a cause of accidental death but the leading cause of accidental injury. 85% of worker’s compensation claims are attributed to employee slip and fall (Industrial Safety

and Occupational Health Markets, 5th Edition).  More people fall at the same level (60%) than from elevation (40%).  The largest slip and fall jury award we have found in Georgia was a $4.3MM Fulton County jury’s award in

2010 to a woman who slipped on a concrete ramp, fractured her hip and injured a spinal disc (interestingly, none of the award seems to have been for punitive damages).
4 Branch, J. writing for Miller, P.J. (concurring in All American Foods )and Ray, J. (concurring in All American Foods) in Samuels while Adams, J. writing for Andrews, P.J. (dissenting in All American Foods) and Ellington, J. in Sherrod.
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ity slip and fall case even if the plaintiff did successfully negotiate a
static hazard of which the plaintiff and defendant had equal knowl-
edge, to wit – the distraction doctrine.

“Under the distraction doctrine, ‘one is not bound to the same
degree of care in discovering or apprehending danger in moments of
stress or excitement or when the attention has been necessarily
diverted. Application of the doctrine has the effect of excusing an
invitee from exercising the otherwise required degree of care
because of the circumstances created by the purported distraction.’”
Id., at 8-9 quoting Robinson v. Kroger Co., 268 Ga. 735, 748-
749(2)(b)(493 SE2d 403)(1997).

Here’s where Prince of Albany could have been interesting again.
What if a person in winning the cornhole game was celebrating and
thus was distracted and slipped on a bean bag that was on the floor
because it had missed the platform altogether when tossed?

The problem for the plaintiff in Prince of Albany and her reliance on
the distraction doctrine was that at her deposition she uttered the
words “I wasn’t distracted.” Id., at 9 (emphasis as in original).

Judge Doyle provides a basket of “easter eggs”5 in footnote 19 in the
Prince of Albany case for those keeping a scorecard on exactly what
is a distraction and what is not:

1. Looking at merchandise, not a distraction.  Bartlett v.
McDonough Bedding Co., 313 Ga. App. 657, 660 (772
SE2d 380 (2012).

2. Reading a sign while walking rather than stopping to read
the sign, self-induced distraction, thus not a distraction.
Long John Silver’s v. Coleman, 223 Ga. App. 864, 865-866
(479 SE2d 141) (1996).

3. Not paying attention to something, not a distraction.
Huntley Jiffy Stores v. Grigsby, 208 Ga. App. 634, 635 (431
SE2d 435)(1993).

Thus, no distraction to a static hazard which the plaintiff had suc-
cessfully negotiated three times, summary judgment to the propri-
etor affirmed.

Now, let’s see how we get to a different outcome in All American
Foods. 

True, the plaintiff had negotiated the hazard three times before and
fell on the fourth pass.  

True, the proprietor had a policy in place to inspect every hour.

True, the proprietor’s average of responding to hazardous conditions
was once every 1.4 hours (attempting to draw the conclusion that the
inspections happened more frequently than the accidents).

True, the video and the time-stamped list of inspections supposedly
showed that the fall came at the 38 minute mark.

HOWEVER (and it’s a big however), the Court has previously found
that questions of fact exist as to the reasonableness of the inspection
“even if the inspection occurred as little as 15 minutes to 20 minutes
prior to the fall.”  All American Foods, at 6.

Thus, the trial court’s finding that an hourly inspection at a super-
market was reasonable, was not.  Reversed. Id.

Now let’s take a look at what caused All American Foods to get to
the whole court.

The dissent found that the store had engaged in satisfactory inspec-
tion efforts and that these efforts were satisfactorily recorded. The
dissent also noted that the substance on the floor appeared to be
meat product or blood and that the video surveillance shows the
appellant’s friend traversing the area approximately six minutes
before the fall occurred, with packages of meat in her shopping cart.
All American Foods, Dissent at 4 (emphasis added).

Now let’s take a look at why so many “slip and fall” cases make it to
the Court of Appeals in the first place. The special concurrence
answers the age-old question, “why in the heck are there so many slip
and fall cases that require the intervention of the appellate courts?”  

“I write separately to emphasize that the fact-intensive nature of
slip-and-fall cases will typically preclude summary judgment and
require a jury to consider the merits. This does not mean, however,
that this author is indicating that a plaintiff who merely avoids sum-
mary judgment is entitled to recover before the jury.”  All American
Foods, Special Concurrence at 1.

“This Court has said that more frequent inspections may be necessary
in a supermarket setting, but we have never established a bright-line
rule for what is a reasonable interval…Given the fact intensive nature
of these claims, we should not create a bright-line rule.” Id., at 2.

The Nine Words that a Plaintiff in a Slip and Fall 
Case Cannot Say and Survive Summary Judgment

Those nine words are “I do not know what caused me to fall.”
Richardson, supra.

The Plaintiff can speculate as to the cause of her fall and will lose
on summary judgment. Id., at 5 quoting Pennington v. WJL, Inc.,
263 Ga. App. 758, 760(1)(589 SE2d 259)(2003).

The Plaintiff can state that the hazardous condition “had to be” the
cause of his fall and will lose on summary judgment. Id., at 6 citing
Canaan Land Prop., Inc. v. Herrington, 330 Ga. App. 17 (766 SE2d
493)(2014).

The Plaintiff can attempt to extrapolate what “must have” caused her
to fall and will lose on summary judgment. Id.

The Plaintiff can attempt to deductively reason away all other possi-
ble causes of the fall and will lose on summary judgment. Id.
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5 An “Easter Egg” is an intentional inside joke, a hidden message, or a secret feature of an interactive work whether it be secret cameos, visual nods to previous entries in a franchise as an extra treat for eagle-eyed fans in movies.

For example, George Lucas’ appearance as Pantoran senator, Baron Papanoida in “Star Wars:  Revenge of the Sith” or the appearance of the ball with the “star” on it in all of Pixar’s Disney films.
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The Plaintiff can introduce all of the “but for” causes from here to
Polemis,6 and will lose on summary judgment. Id.

Even worse for the Plaintiff and better for the proprietor are cases
where the Plaintiff produces evidence of a “mere possibility” that the
hazardous condition might have caused the fall. Id.; Canaan, at 18-21.

If the Plaintiff testifies that “it was not clear” to her what caused her
fall, then summary judgment results. Id., citing Bryan Bank & Trust
v. Steele, 326 Ga. App. 13, 14-16(1) (755 SE2d 828)(2014).

If the Plaintiff testifies that it was “possible” that the hazardous con-
dition caused the fall, then summary judgment is warranted. Id., at 7
citing Willingham Loan & Realty Co. v. Washington, 311 Ga. App.
535 (716 SE2d 585) (2011).

Basically, if the Plaintiff does not know (or cannot prove by some
other method) what the Plaintiff tripped over, then it is reversible
error not to grant summary judgment to the proprietor. Id., at 6-7 cit-
ing Imperial Invs. Doraville, Inc. v. Childers, 303 Ga. App. 490, 493
(1) (693 SE2d 873)(2010).

Judge Peterson closes out the Richardson opinion with two points
about causation. Where the Plaintiff “has pointed to no evidence
establishing a causal connection between a problem with the door
and her fall…[and] has put forth no evidence that the rug or mat on
which she landed was slippery or somehow caused her fall…[then
the case is]…squarely within our cases in which the plaintiff, unable
to say for sure what caused his or her accident, cannot maintain a
claim.”  Id., at 8.  Summary Judgment for the proprietor affirmed

Conclusion

If we start with the general proposition that a trespasser has the right
not to be intentionally injured in a trap and move our way through a
licensee who is on the property for his own purposes and for whom
the owner owes no duty other than ordinary diligence not to harm the
licensee, we ultimately get to the business invitee who is on the
premises for the profit of the proprietor.

Thus, the business invitee gets a higher standard of protection than
the trespasser or the licensee and the proprietor must take ordinary
care to protect (as opposed to “not to harm”) the invitee.

The proprietor must protect the invitee from hazards of which the
proprietor has actual superior knowledge or is constructively pre-
sumed to have superior knowledge UNLESS the hazard is static and
especially when the invitee has been able to successfully negotiate
the hazard PROVIDED that the invitee is not distracted.  This is usu-
ally a question for determination by the jury. But the slip and fall
case where the customer admits that the customer was not distracted
and does not know what caused the customer to fall is going to end
up in summary judgment for the proprietor.
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6 Intentional malapropism of “Polaris” a/k/a the “North Star” for In re Polemis, the quintessential “but for”

causation case immediately preceding Palsgraf, the quintessential “proximate cause” case in every tort case-

book.  Interestingly, while there are no stars actually named “Polemis,” and while the name of the ship in In

re Polemis was actually the Thrasyvoulos (Polemis was the Owner of the ship), there was a Greek merchant

ship named the Vassilios A. Polemis that was sunk by a German submarine when struck amidships by a sin-

gle torpedo on January 22, 1942.


